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PREFACE.

•
THE following instruction, for an im·
proved metliod <if cultivatir,g the STRAWBERRY,
.
RASPBERRY, GoosEBERRY, and CURRANT,' are
respectfully submitted to those who desire to
obtain tkese fruits of a large size and of an
txcellentfiavowr; and in full confidence · that,
tvhere a due regard is paid_ to tlie' dfrections
laid down, the reUJard u:ill · 1,e ample. crops of
superior fruit.
The STRAWBERRY is a native of.woods and
shady" situations, and COIJ!:aequently ought not
be pla11,ted indiscriminately in any place. The
object in tliese pages has been to·point out and
recommend a method by which its culture 1nay
prod1tce, with the utmost certainty, large crop,
of superlatively fine fruit in the driest seaso~s.
Tke RA:sPBERRY is (although it is not
generally known) a bog soil plant, or naturally
a plant of shade ; the original red sort growing

.

to

PREFACE.

wild in woods, where the soil is cool and soft,
as · in the north

of

England: it also succeeds

beyond conception on fe:,,,ny and· boggy soils,
even contiguous to very large bodies of standing
water. In suck situations,- both wood andfmit
will generally prove doubly large and prolific in

tAe .extre:me; whereas, -wlum it is planted on hot
'and dry soils it produces nnly infer~o..r and·smfill
'Si,zed fruit.

By the .cultivation here laid down· for tlte
GoosEBERRY,

thefi~uit of sevtral varieties may

be-0btai'TJ,(!d-infar p;reater pe1fection_, bpt/t in siz~
and flavour, t.ltan by any preceding pxactice ,;
and·an easy and certain method ofpreserving th,i,$
fruit in full perfection, beyond t/t.e cmnmon
season of maturity, is also poiJ.ited out.

A

,,u:>vel system, of propagaling; tke ,evexa.l sort1., by
planting cuttings take'Jt . from be{J,ring trees
wlten thei1· f.ruit is full.!; ripe, is also ltere <letcribed, hy whick much time will be s_av,ed, and

the particular variety witli cert~nty be ohtain£d.
It is now well kiwrl/~ tfiat tlte very same sort
of Gooseberry, by_ being planted in different
soils and by .dijfu·ent 1nanage~ent, .has p.roduc.ed
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very dijferent sizedfruit: the annual exhibitions
ef this fruit by our Iforticu1turists constantly
exemplify this.
Of the Cu RRAN:r. it is not necessary to say
more, tha'IJ, that the best niethods of obtaining the
finest fruit are here described.
It is scarcely necessary to make any observations Qn t!te Plate~ which accompany the, wm~k;
they are correct transcripts ef ' n<,,tll,'rtJ, and, as
such, . contribute of_·course to the value and
importance of tliis comperul.i um.

'
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.

~late lf.
THIS Plate contains representations of two new
varieties of the STRAWBERRY.
The first was raised by an extensive grower of
Strawberries at Islewortb, and has been D!l,med, after
that gentleman, KEE N's IMPERIAL. It is said that.,
when this variety first appeared., the plants were sold
at a guinea each. It is a great bearer, of an excellent
flavour, and ripens at the same time as othe_r Strawberries. It makes a splendid appearance in the
dessert.
The other variety is called the HunsoN 's BAY
STRAWBERRY; but whether originally a · native of
the shores of that northern sea is uncertain. It is an
agreeable variety amidst the many with which our
gardens abound.

'i

EXF LAN ATION OF THE PLATH'S~

flatt lBI.
~rms Plate displays .the RED and

WHITR AN-

TWERP RASPBERRY.

The ·wmTE, which has been long known in this
country, affords an agreeable variety for the dessert.
The RED ,ANTWERP was raised by a gentleman ~.t
Ba;·n.e t, who gave it this n~me ·from its growing as
large as the preceding~ The size of this fruit i.s the
only t}?.ing which re?ders it preferable to the common
· Red Raspberry. In wet seasons it is apt to swell,
and loses its flavour·: it is at no time equal to the
White Antwerp. Ripens in th~ early part of Ju_n e.

I
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1'XPLA.NATI0N OF THE PLATES.

Ulatt lBBf.
S1x varieties of the GoosEBERRY will be seen
exhibited in this Plate.
The.first-MILLs's LANGLEY GREEN, is one of
the best of our table Gooseberries ; its flavour is rich
and sweet; _ the skin thin, and marked with brown
spots and long ribs~ It is a very prolific bearer;
ripens towards the e:µd of J'uly.
.
The second-the WARRINGTON RED is, in flavour,
shape, and colour, one of the best Gooseberries
which we have; it is hairy, a great bearer, and
ripens neither early nor late.·
· -The WARWICKSilIRB CONQUEROR is the third;
it is a ·well-known Gooseberry. It may be disti~;
guished from any other by a cleft down each side.
It is of a dun red colour, a little hairy, and has
generally a few large dark spots on it. It ripens
· about the usual time of other Gooseberries. It is a
certain and prolific bearer.
WooDl\L\."N's WHITESMITH is the fourth in the
Plate. It is a large handsome fruit, of a transparent
green. It may be readily distinguished from every
other green Gooseberry, by a fine woolly coat all
over its skin, which is thin. The flavour is delicious.
It is a great bearer, and ripens about the middle of
the season .
The.fifth-TILL"OTSON's SEEDLING, is a fine oval
fruit, of a dull red colour, but rather transparent,
and mottled with small spots under the skin, which
is thin and smooth. The fl.a Your is sweet and rich;
it is a prolific bearer, and valuable in consequen~e
of its ripening late.
The sixth is ARROWSMITH's Ru L ER oF ENG LAN o;
it is of an amber colour, beautifully mottled with a
brown tint; it is well shaped, has a good flavour and
a thin skin. Ripens late, and is a great bearer.

EXP LAN ATJON OF

THE

PLATES.

Ulate ll'\J.
THIS Plate exhibits the three chief varieties of the
CURRANT, viz. :-the BLACK, the WHITE, and the
RED CURRANT.
This exquisite fruit was not, it is said, known to the
ancient Greeks and Romans.
It has, however,
been long known and esteemed in Europe.
Red and White Currants ripen towards the end of
.June; Black Currants the second week in July.
There are, h9wever, ma!1y exceptions to these periods, depending upon the situation in whicli the
Currant is planted. If against a wall with a northern
aspect, all the varieties ripen later; but the fruit is
generally larger, · and nQt so . sweet as in situations
more exposed to the sun.
An agreeable wine, as is well known, may be made
with any of the varieties; and if kept for some time
in a suitable temperature, may deceive many persons
for foreign wine.

-~-
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IMPROVED

<ttulture of jfragatta.
THAT UNIVERSALLY ESTEEMED FRUIT

THE STRAWBERRY.
CALCULATED

to prove that the mode of

cultivating this plant, in the several varieties generally adopted, is utlgenial, and
consequently erroneous; · which may be considered the common cause of partial production, and in many instances a total 'miscarriage of their crops of fruit.

Wherein is pointed out, a cheap and rational mode of cultivation, without liability
to sterile plants, decay of bloom by drought,
or defalcation of fruit from scorching sun :
by which ample c~ops may be uniformly
obtained in almost every situation ; and except in rainy seasons, in the fullest perfecB

2
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Season for forming the Beds.

tion.

Together with an easy and effectual

method of perserving their fruit beyond
the common season of maturity.
The most favourable season in which to
form these beds is the autumn; preferring
September, or the early part of October1 as
may be most showery, in order to the young
plants establishing themselves before winter, thereby to avoid the liability of being
.

'

thrown out of .the ground by frost and vermin, as well as rendered competent timely
to·produce good fruit the ensuing snrnmer.
The more certainly to procure prolific, and
guard against sterile plants affording false
·o r insufficient blossoms, we recommend an
attention te the following preparatory measures, with full confidence, that where due
attenti8n is paid to the directions prescribed,

aIDJ>le success will crown the effurts of th
diligQnt gardener.

- .,...

_.......,..' .

THE STRAWBERRY.
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Directions for transplanting.

T ransplanting R unners and Offsets.
AnouT Midsummer, and in as moist wea-

ther as possible, with a small and dose
three-tined fork, from young beds not more
than two or three years old, take a sufficient
quantity of the strongest and first-formed
young plants, by runners -or off-sets, growing
nearest to each bearing parent plant only,
and with all the fibres possible; previously
we1l watering. the bed from whence they are
intended to be taken, if the ground ..be ,h ard
and dry, in order that they may rise with entire roots ; when cut off the strings close on
each side, and earl y as possible plant them
in nursery berls, four to six inches apart,
evenly throughout, and in any situation
shaded from mid-day sun 1 where the soil is
good to promote growth, and strengthen the
young plants.

Immediately after planting

well water them throughout, and repeat the
B

i
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Situatio11 and Formation of the .8eds.

same in evenings, during hot and dry weather, keeping the ground constantly moist, '
not but muddy wet.

Forming the· Bed~.
IN forming beds to receive the plants, the .
first thing which claims attention is their
situation, which ought to be as open an exposure as can be obtained, there to form a bed
Qr border three feet wide, pointing duly east
and west, and extended as far as may be connnient, in order to receive, on the south
side, a temporary shade or skreen, designed
to afford friendly protection to the blossom
and fruit, from the violent heat of mid-day
sun, and that they may receive the benefit
of early and late sun, after such skreen is
applied.
That moisture and shade are natural, and
genial to th_e growth and perfection of this
race of plants, is easy to jnfer, from the c-001

THE STRAWBERRY.
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The most favourable Soils.

and shaded situations in which the wild
v~rieties, indigenous to th is country, as Fra-

garia sylvestris, or Strawberry of lite Woods,
is usually found growing, where the plants
are spontaneously produced, and their fruit
arrive at perfection without the means of
cultivation; whereas, inch are rarely to be
found growing on dry soils, and in open and
airy exposures.*
A further argument in favour of this idea,
is, the liberal ·disposition of these plants to .
increase by runners, freely emitting fibres at
every joint ; to receive and nourish which
shade and soft soils are admirably calcuand exposed open
lated, whilst dry soils
,
situations will prove unfavourable in the
extreflle.
* Miller, and others, observe, that the early scarlet
fruited Strawberry is a native of woods, in Virginia; and
others assert, the large Carolinian to \e an inhabitant of
sylvatic situations in that country.
BS

1
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Advantages of Situation.

In creeping

HERB~CEOUS PLANTS,

form-

ing roots at the joints of the runn~rs, in ·
manner of the

STRAWBERRY,

it will gene-

rally he found that the growth and vigour
of such are abu_n dantly promoted by moisture and shade ; as in Viola, Violet; Glecoma,

Ground Ivy, &c.

And of hardy trees and

lign~ous plants, whose shoots freely afford
fibrous roots, adhering to other trees, or
walls, for their support, as in several varieties of Hereda, Ivy, such, in northern exposures, will far surpass in growth those in
more warm and sunny situations.
From the prevailing mode of planting
STRA WBEBRIEs on
any common earth,
without discrimination, it may be supposed
that an attention to soil is of trivial im.
portance ; and especially as some eminent
horticultural writers appear to have considered this as of little moment; but in this
we are not agreed, considering that every

THE STRA WBEltRY.
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Advantages of Native Soil.

plant worthy of cultivation deserves to be
accommodated with the most friendly soil ;
and in cases where it can be conveniently
obtainecl, that which is natural.
These plants growmg m any common
garden and earth, does not prove that every
soil is alike calculated to produce abundant
crops of well perfected fruit; therefore,
clearly to conceive aright of the native and
indigenous soil, may be cons1dered one grand
point obtained, and ·of · the utmost importance towards s·uccess.
Whoever have directed their attention to
the infinity of herbaceous productions, exploring the boundless varieties which the
immense (ields of nature present to the eye
of the diligent observer, will readily· discover
and be free to acknowledge, that every plant
· is fouqd most freely to thrive and delight in
that peculiar soil of which it is indigeno11,S.
B 4
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Of the Formation of Soils.

Hence appears the importance of a uniform
attention
SHRUBS,

in the

and

PL~NTS

cultivation of·

TREES,

of all descriptions, that

they be accommodated with soil similar as
possible to their native original earth, m
order to being planted with success.
That these plants will grow on any common soil is 14'dily admitted ; but without a
return by an adequate production of fruit,
the planter would be i1l rewarded for his attention and trouble.
Of the various soils which have come
m,ider our notice, that of ri.ch light 1oam is
to be considered favorable, from its soft and
pliable temperature; but which will admit
of considerable improvement, by the appli- .
cation of soft bog earth, incorporated with '
the most cool and rich manure, and will be
J

found amply to improve their culture

hat

where the common earth is of the first men

THE STRAWBERRY.
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Where Compost is necessary.

ioned description, the moist a~d cool compost or manure recommended may, in all
cases, be used with the greatest promise of
success.

But where such is not the natural

soil, similar compost ought to be procured;
except in situations where the soil is found
to consist principally of good Log earth ;
where the additition of neat, cow, or swine's
dung, in good proportion, is all which can
be further necessary.

But where the com-

mon soil is the reverse to either we have described as friendly, it is reccommended to
form the beds entirely of the compost..Prescribed, which

being required not more

than one foot deep, the roots of these plants
growing near the surface, sufficient quantity of bog earth, rotten tree soil, or de.~

cayed leaves, may be obtained in most situations.

These beds require to be formed in

, all respects as the former, with the exception of digging out the common earth one
foot deep, laying a part thereof on the sides

10
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Cool Soils most beneficial

and ends of the bed, to form the necessary
embankment.

On the soil becoming settled.

smooth .the surface with a rake, and plant
them by a line at the same distance as in
the other beds. ·
Those who have attended to the growth
of these plants in fenny countries, . where
the soil is generally light, loose, deep, and
of black complexion, without that silvery
grit essential to the culture of American
plants, heaths, &c. and subject to standing
wet in winter, proceeding from what is commonly denominated the sock, or soake, or
what may be considered the humidity arising from the very low situation of these
~ountries, which standing water, or soake, is
always found in proportion to the depth of
\

.

water contained iD tlie dykes by which the
several parcels of lands are intersected or
divided, will have observed the astonishing
progress and constant vigour of STRA WBER-

11
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Advantage also of Bog Earth.
RIES

universally thriving on these cool soils;

whereas, it is to be remarked, that such
planted on what is there dr,nominated skirtland, or what may he properly considered
the exterior of the fens, or rising ground,
where the soil, in many instances, becoming shallow, and frequently inclining to
sand or gravel, from its . natural warmth,
thes~ fruits, in such situations, cannot, without the greatest difficulty, be obtained even
in any tolerable quantity, from. ·the liability
of these plants to scorch on the early approach of hot weather.•
As we recollect no instance m which
HER BA CF.Olli p LANTS,

delighting

In

shade,

will not freely succeed in bog earth, which,
in our idea, appears, in every respect, adapt-

*

Viewing the several varieties of Strawberries as na-

tives of soft cool soils, and shady situations, shade and
moisture are considered indispensable to their fructification.

12
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Much Warmth requi red for the Pine-apple Strawberry.

~d to their . culture; and from the advantages hitherto derived · Ly its having been
applied, we are free to recommend it as
the surest preventive of miscarriage from
drought, on the hottest soils.

With a proper

proportion of the manures pointed out as
most cool, we consider this calculated to
fonn a very superior a.nd most genial compost for the cultivation of the
in all its l'arieties.

STRAWBERRY

That species of FRAGARIA, formerly
called the green, or Pine-apple STRA wBERRY,

with greenish fruit, and when ripe

tinged with a faint shade of red, has been
by many considered as requiring greater degree of warmth in its cultivation than any
other variety; on which Miller has remarked,

that, unless it be planted in moist loam soil,
it is a bad bearer; adding, however, that in

land where it succeeds, it merits cultivation.
A proof this, that the soil has not always

IS

THE STRAWBERRY,

The most fattening Manures; and their Superiority.

been regarded.

He also considers it one of

the varieties of wood Strawberry.

Admitting these hi5 ideas to be wellfounded, it appears we may C(?nclude this..
variety to be what we consider each other
,1

species, a native of cool soil and shady situation.

Cool 1'1Ianures~
HAVING

described the soils most ge.nial

.to this pleasing and profitable family of the
herbaceous tribes, it remains that we poiµt
out those manures which will prove mostfriendly to their culture. As the importance
of cool and soft soils has been urged, by the
same parity of reason we recommend only
cool, rich, and fattening manures : of these
swine's, m~at's and cow's dung are to he considered superior to every other ; and especially on more light aud ~ry soils.

The

unfriendliness of drought to the fructifica-

THE CULTURE OF
The Formation of an excellent Manure.

tion of these plants, being considered the
common cause of miscarriage in their corps
of fruit,. to guard against it, is essential to
obtain good production ; for which purpose,
no manure can be better ealcuJated than
those above-mentioned.

As manures are

commonly applied to the use ·of -the kit-

will he
easy ~o select and hold in reserve those
chen-garden, indiscriminately, it

specified as peculiarly favourable to the
present business. ,
Green or unrotten stable manure, however
excellent for other purposes, ought never to
be applied to the cultivation of STAWBER-~

but in default of those we recommend , an equal quantity of entirely rotten

RIEs;

buttery, hot-bed manure employed in working frames the former spring, and the sweepings of streets in paved towns, which, well
intermixed by · repeated and regular turnings, will afford a good substitute; laying it

15
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A Substitute for Bog Soil.

upon the ground doubly thick.

The violent

heat of stable manure having been thus exhaled, these ingredients together will form a
ioft, cool, moist, and excellent compost.
As bog soil suitably soft may not be afforded in every situation, convenient substitutes may be generally found.

The best

we know is black rotten tree soil, which
may be collected in tolerabl~ quantities
from the decayed trees of v~rious descriptions,
recollecting that this production is from
the more hard wooded, as· ash, elm, .oak,
&c. especially such as have been headed
or cut down to form pollard; also fruit
trees of large growth, as apples and pears ;
but that of willow, from its extreme lightness, will prove iess beneficial, and being
frequently less decayed, requires to be more
finely sifted; but in default of these a very
useful article may generally be obtained at a
trifling expence, in the decayed foliage of

•
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How to rend er light Soils serviceable.

trees of every description, from -any contiguous plantation; which, on be1ng coUected
toge~her by rakes, or other implements, immediately after their fall in the autumn, and
laid in large heaps in any obscure situation,
by taking heat from the repeated heavy rains
and falling wet throughout the winter, and
being occasionally turned over during the
spring and summer, by the following autumn wi11 afford a very 1:1seful and ample
supply.

These light sqils we11 intermixed, and thoroughly incorporated with a proportionable
quantity of neat's, cow's or swine's dung,
will prove extremely serviceable in whatever
form they may be applied.

Compost.
proportion of the articles we recommend as proper and necessary to form a
THE

THE STRAWBERRY.
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(

Method of preparing Composts.

compost, in which to plant Strawberries,
and apply to the beds for an autumnal
dressing, is as fqllows : One half of fresh or
maiden earth from a rich pasture ground
of cool, soft, and loamy texture, taken one
whole spit deep with the turf; one fourth,
of soft and black bog earth, or of any other
substitute that can most readily be ob·
tained ; with one fourth of ~otten neat's
cow's, or swine's dung; or in default of this,
the most rotten hot-b_ed manu e, well incorporated, which will be most readily effected ·
by laying the whole together, and fr.equently
turning it over during six, nine, or twelve
months.
The peculiar method of preparing compost will be found more particularly explained in the culture of Ribes (h·ossularia,

-the Gooseberr9.

C
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Directions for preparing the Beds .

.P lanting the Beds.
In September, or early in October, when
s.howers moS,t prevail, transplant those which
have been p_laced in nursery beds into situations where they are to remain, and as near
to water as may be convenient.
I~ preparii1g· these beds for the reception

Qf the young plants, mark out the ground

th,ee feet wide, evenly chopping down the
earth two inches deep, with a spade, on
each side, and close to the line within the
bed ; then dig out the soil regu1 arly one half
a common spade deep, and throw out the
crumbs, ]aying the same regularly on the
outside 1 each line placed to form or mark
qut the bed.

This done, level the undug

ground within the line desjgned to receive
the plants, affording it a handsome dressing
with the rich and cool manure we have prescribed, six inches thick, evenly throughout

THE STRA W·BERRY.
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Directions for preparing the Beds.

the berl; which being th us prepa1·ed, proceed to plant in the following manner:

At either end; begin the work by throwing out a trench with a spade, as in common
digging; which must be wheeled to the opposite end, in order to complete regularly the
digging of the bed.
The better and more speedily to effect
this busine~s of planting, especially where
large quantities are required, let one per•
son be employed to take up the young
plants, with great care that all roots possi•
ble, and a small proportion of earth, be obI

tained, laying them on each side the bed, at
distances- where they are likely to be required, say two plants on each side of the
bed, about one foot apart, preferring a moist
or cloudy day.

Being thus prepared, immediately proc i

~o
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Dircetions for planting the Beds.

ceed to the business of planting before the
roots become dry, in the following manner :
The ground being even] y dug, six inches from.
the end of the bed where a trench was first
formed, with a straight staff or ruler three feet
· in. length, and marked into four equal divisions one foot apart, lay such ruler exact] y
across at each end, reaching. within about
three inches of the side of the bed, gently
pressing it upon the fresh dug earth to form
a line for the reception of the first rows of
plants ; when, with the · finger opposite
each end, and at the two divisions in the
middle of the ruler, mark on the side toward
you the equal distances to

receive four

plants in such first line across ; then with
either hand form holes by drawing the soil
towards you, each sufficieutly large to receive a plant with its entire root, and return the soil to make even the surface about
the plants. The distances.designed for thes~
lines across the bed throughout being one

STRAWBERRY.
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Directions for planting the Beds.

foot, provide two equal measures of such
length, to apply to each side of the bed ;
and having dug the grou'nd sufficiently far
to receive a second row of plants, mark out
the line across with the ruler as before,
when plant three in the second, and four in
the third, row, according to quincunx order, by which is intended foµr pfants formed in a square, and the fifth placed in the
middle, thus : • :, which will afford

a

greater scope for the growth o(the plants
than if placed in exact square~, observing
the same method throughout the bed. The
·entire length of ground being thus planted,
earth up, with a spade, each end of the bed
in manner of the sides, to form an even, regular,. and complete embankment four inches
above the surface · throughout, the better to
receive and retain all copious waterings and
heavy rains, thereby to facilitate the growth
of plants, invigorate their bloom, and promote fructification .
C
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Directiong for se,cur·ng the Embankments.

On the business of planting being completed, / afford each bed a light but somewhat copious supply of water; and should
the weather
, continue warm and dry in the
autumn after planting, moderate waterings
must be applied until the plants are well
· rooted.
The embankment, on becoming impaired
by severe frosts, .or winter rains, will require
to be completely repaired with the spade,
early in the spring, or before the commencement of dry weather.

As it may frequently occur that runners
and off-sets of particular specie8 cannot be
obtained to plant on nursery beds in July, a
practice we earnestly recommend, Strawberry-beds may be very successfully planted
with the strongest off-sets and runners taken
from bearing plants growing on young beds
in the autumn season ; but with these co11e

#;
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Clearing the Weeds.

sequent disadvantages-the li3:bility of obtaining barren pplants, and the certainty of
an inferior production both in size and quan-

tity of fruit the season after planting.
We do not recommend forming plantations of this description in the spring; ex.
cept in cases where plants cannot be obtained at the more favourable seasons ; as
-such will rarely afford fruit the same year,
and but little tinie fo the end will be gained.

As the spring advances, on the morning
of a fine and dry day, with a hoe of convenient size, cut up all young weeds appearing between the plants and throughout the
bed, and rake over the surface
p6ssible, clearing

as

even Iy as

away all such rubbish as

the rake may co11ed.

ln April and May abund~nce

of str

fig's

and runners will be round to proceed /rom
C

4
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THE CULTURE OF
Of Clearing the Runners.

the sides of these plants, spreading over the
surface-of the ground, of which they require
to be early and frequently divested,' by
pulling them off close to the plants. in the
former month, and continuing such practice
regularly over the bed every t~o or three
weeks throughout the summer, or at least
'Qntil the crop of fruit is matured and collected, entirely clearing away the whole ;
the growth of which being suffered, will not
onJy enervate the parent plant, but considerably affect the vigour of its bloom and
fructification.

In the Alpine, which is a perpetual
bearer by runners of the same year's growth,
soon after they appear in the spring, thin
them regularly by pulling or cutting away
the more weak, and leaving only a mode]
rate supply of the largest and strongest, to
produce fruit, throughout the summer : but
.-in the autumn, when the beds . are about to
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Shading the Plauts.

be dressed, it is of importance that all and
every of the runners thus produced be forked up clean, and taken away.
·Early in May, as the plants advance into
bloom, to effect the necessary shade for protection from violent sun, apply the wattled
hurdles . hereafter described ; placing them
in one direct line on the south side the he'd,
eight or nine inches distant: .from the nearest
row of plants; arid ·as the season becomes
,varm and dry, it will be necessary to water
them in the following manner.

Watering the Plants in B loom &c.
INVARIABLY

I

perform this business in an

evening on the surface of the beds inclining
to be dry, when an ample supply will be
necessary, which requires to he administered
lightly, but copiously, with a pot or pan,
having

a moderate

rose, during the season

of bloom and growth of the fruit, even to

· THE CULTURE O.F

· Watering the Plants.

deluge the bed, the more fully Co establish
the blossom and fruit, by which future waterings will become less frequently necessary.

In this shaded situation, the heavy falling
rains and water administered . being thus
confined by the embankment, and the beds
~ompletely soaked throughout, few repeti•
tions will be necessary, where the soil is
moist, and situation low and cool.
Every cultivator of the
PLANT,

STRAWBERRY

by the usual method, has been led

to consider frequent and plentiful waterings
in dry seasons essential, not only during
the time of bloom and setting their fruit,
but until the latter have nearly attained
their full size · an ~vident proof that mois..
ture is considered by those interested in its
. I

)
J

culture of real importa oe to it

fructific3.f"'

tio11 ; but it requires to be recollected, that
the most copion

sup ies: of water in ho
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Planting in shady Situatio~s.

and dry seasons, especially in open exposures, can, in no ca~es prove abundantly beneficial, except where the ground is remarkably low and cool.

Hence the importance

of moderate watering.
How far the practice we recommend, with
a view to effect permanent moisture through-

out the critical periods we have alluded to,
by ·planting in such shady.situations, secure
from violent sun, . in . beds com posed of soft,
cool, and · rich soils and manures, formed
not only to receive, but the better· to retain
all occasional waterings and falling showers,
which in such exposure must be considered
of far greater permanency, and con equent1y
1·ender future supplies of watering less frequently :necessary, is to be considered rational, is submitted to the candour of the
scientific hortic lturist.
Notwithstanding the advantage affo ded

!8
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Protection from the Wattle Hurdle.

to the plants by the skreer. or shade during
the se"son of bloom, and until the fruit .a re
somewhat advanced in growth, on the weather proving wa~m and dry, supplies of water are to be_considered essential ; but from
the friendly protection afforded .by the wattled hurdle, only sufficiently often to keep
the ground moist, not constantly wet, will
be necessary, which will abundantly increase
the size of the fruit.

)-

)

On deluging the earth, within the embankment of each bed, in such shady situation, future supplies cannot be frequently
necessary, nor until the soil of the surface inclines to be dry.
This shade, or skreen, we recommend,
will, in general, he found bo~h cheap and
convenient, the article being to be considered comparatively of small cost. There
are few counties in which the use, of the
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Substitute for the Wattle Hurdle.

hurdle is not g·enerally known for its utility
in agriculture; and for the special purposes of
penning or fencing off turnips and cole-seed
for the feeding of sheep ; and being required
in the present business at a season when they
are to be considered usele5s for almost every
other purpose, but little charge can be supposed to be attached to their being thus
employed ; and the light wood used in their
formation, required for the -purpose of wattling betwe~·n the bars, being or" little other
use, may be applied for fuel at the end of the
season. ShouJd any objection be made to
this shade, under an idea of its unsightly appearance, . others equally beneficial may be
formed, by nailing thin bars of light wood
half inch wide, and at such even distance
from each other, on a frame of similiar form,
but more finished make ; but which, from
the present high price of wood of every description will be found far more . expensive,
without the least advantage in point of
utility.
I

,
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Formation of the Wattle Hurdle.

From the rea.d y admission of air through
the wattle.work, to invigorate the pla~ts
throughout the time they are applied, they
are to be considered far superior to any close
shade whatever.
I

)

To Form the 1¥attle Hurdle.
Provide a suffident number of lightwooden hurdl~s, five to six feet in length,
and about three feet deep from the upper to
the lower rail, when with smooth branchy

l

boughs of willow, or other light, straight,
and pliable wood, six feet long, wattle each
b urdle to the bottom, by fixing these boughs
uniformly between the three rails of which
· · the hurdle is composed, spreading the small
branches in s~uch manner as to admit between the wattle-work about one half the
mid-day sun regularly throughout the bed.
On the south side the bed or border of
plants, place these hurdles in a direct line,
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Willow preferred in Skreens.

as has been directed, first mak!ng holes in
the earth with a

iron bar to receive their

pointed stakes, and with a mallet or beetle
drive them into the ground, until the lower
rail becomes even with the surface of the
ear~h.

To prevent their being blown down,

secure them by affixing other stakes on the
south side of the hurdles, taking care to
keep them erect.
Branches of willow, well furnished with
long pliable side shoots, on account of their
smoothness and lightness, and being· attain·
abte in most situations, are to be preferred to
every other .
. The advantage resulting from this favourable skreen, in tending to promote
growth, and secure good crops of · the e
fruits, will appear obviou in reflecting on
the peculiar b nefits which the plants must
enjoy in

uc

ituation, having the early

TliE CULTURE OF

Advantages resblting from Skreeus.
~

morning and late evening sun, in hottest
days until near

eleven,

and after three

o'clock; and being i_n this northern exposure favourably refreshed by the most friendly shade during the violent heat of mid-day
sun, the entire crop may reasonably be supposed to continue in one constant aqd uniform · state of vegetation, without the liabiJity of blossoms falling off, or the young'and
tender fruit being checked in their growth
'

by scorching sun ; calamities which frequently occur in more exposed situations,
where if the summer proves hot and warm,
the most abundant waterin.g s ~ill prove of
little service. either in setting blossom 3 or
procuring fruit, especially where the common mode of forming these beds has . been
adopted, leaving the gro und or pathway on

each side the lowest, whic h invariably runs

off the greater part of rain , and other water
ingsfalling on the plants; whereas, from beds
formed in the manner we have directed,
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Watering to be observed previous to removing the Shade.

somewhat lower than the level of the common ground, regularly embanked, to retain
'all waterings and falling rains, ihad~d from
the violence of scorching sun, and suppliedwith· only occasional waterings, at but little
trouble or expence, inca]culable advantage~
may be expected.
Should it he objected, that perpetual
shade · will ' tend to injure the flavour of the
fruit; we reply, that the skreen . we recom-·
mend is so ·constructed as to admit of being
whoHy taken away at leisure, and which is
considered indispensible on the earliest indication of the fruit to ripen, by inclining ·
to their natural colour, in order to their re~
ceiving all possible sun for their full per•
fection, and which they will endure, affording the beds an ample watering on the evening before the shade is removed, and afterwards repeating such watering, in proportion
as the weather proves hot and dry.
D

-

-

-
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THE CULTURE OF

Goed flavoured Crops produced by having the Sun.

It may also be ren~arked, that in moist
seasons, such shade will be found of little
use, crops of s~rawberries being general, with
little attention_, in most situations in wet and
cloudy summers : hut it deserves to be un.
de.rstood,, that crops thus produced, having
the advantage of all the sun. which the usual
time of ripening affords, will be found equal
to any other ; and in common, but more especially in warm and hot seasons, ample
Cl'ops of full-grown fruit may be uniformly
looked for;

while

those

indiscriminately

planted, without regard to. soil or e~posure,
no1iwrith.standing repeated. liberal and expensive supplies of water in dry seasons, will in
general, produce, at best, partial cvops oi, diminutive fruit.
From what has been stated, on the, advan.
tage of shady situation, some persons may~
with apparent reason, incline to, consider
any common• narth bordei, eJigible.

Such

,#
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Fruit ill-flavoured if obst ructed from the Sun.

lve admit to be favourable to the growth of

the plants; but where it is not duly formed,
pointing directly east to west, or is subject
to the least obstruction from trees or buildings at either end, to prevent access of
early and late sun, the fruit must prove,
in a degree, ill-flavoured; and, admitting
that they receive this advantage, the sub- stantial, and permanent shade of wall or
other close fence, totally excluding mid-day
sun during the time of rip&ning, inust rend~r
the fruit far inferior in point of flavour than
in situations where the temporary shade is
applied, which can, at this peculiar season,
be readily removed, in order to the fruit
having the benefit of the sun to its full maturity ~
In cases where it is required to retain
these crops of fruit _ beyond their common
season; by continuing the shade, they will
be well preserved ; except hi moist and
D2

•
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Jerusalem Artichokes afford a most refreshing Shade.

rainy seasons, when they will become liable
to injury from snails, and subject to mould
and decay; but when designed to preserve
STRAWBERRIES

in considerable qua~tities,

and as long_as possible after the time of ripening, it may be best effected by pl~nting
as early as October preceding, in one direct
line, nine inches distant from that in which
the skreen by hurdle is intended to be placed,
and on the south ~ide of the same:
And to afford a more widely extended shade, i
roots of Helianth-us Tuberosus,

commonly

called Jerusalem Artichoke, in manner recommended hereafter, from their broad foliage,
will, in the hotter months of July and August, be found to afford a more cool and refreshing shade ; when the wattled hurdles,
as far as they extend, may be entirely removed.

)
J

~

In mauy families it is considered of great
importance, and no expence is spared to pro-
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Rain or Dew Droppings from the Artichoke injurious.

long the crops of these fruits to the utmost
extent of time possible; to effect which, the
peculiar excellence of the shade afforded by
these lofty and erect growing plants is most
admirably calculated, and will be found far
superior to any close fence, as by a wall or
paling, admitting the free circulation of warm
air and drying winds, essential to maturing
the fruit; frqm the want of which, in confined situations, and especfa1ly in . moist and
cloudy seaso9s, these soft, tender, and·delicate
fruits will be found extremely subj~ct to decay by mould and rot.
As the plants of' the artichoke advance in

growth, they will not unfrequently iucline
forward,

and become pendant over the

·ST:RAWBERRIEs bearing fruit; which requires
. ·to be guarded against as much as possible,
as the drops of rain or dew, coHected on their
broad foliage, falling on the fruit, will prove
injurious; but this inconvenience may, m a
D3
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Description of -the Jerusalen1 Artichoke.

great measure, be guarded ag·ainst, by cutting
close a way, with a sharp knife, the lateral
young shoots proceeding from the upper part
of the stems, in July and August; which will
otherwise incline the stems to lean or fall
· sidew&ys.

Ou.lture ofHelianthus Tuberosus.
THE

root of this plant bearing some re-

semblance to that of potatoe, mar be considered by some persons in it~ nature as analogous ; but such idea is erroneous, the former
being perennial, and the latter annual in duratio1;1 ; that like most other perennial herbaceous plants, the Jerqsalem artichoke ~iug

l

planted early in autumn, its root being impervious tQ frost, will i»or~ e~rly and fre~ly vegetate the folJowing sprhig, ~nd effect a far mor~
speedy and effectual bade than the~ planted

in the spring • observipg to plant tbeQii ttO®
after th~y ar~ out of the ground as. J>QStiJible,
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Autumnal Dressing the Beds.

as on the roots becoming dry, their vegeta~
tion'will be retarded.
To promote the vigorous growth of these
plants, in order to obtain a more effectual
shade,. it will be necessary, on their having
attained about one foot in. height, to earth ?r
mould them up on each side with a broad
hoe, drawing the soil towards the plants, as
is common in the culture of potatoes, thereby
cutting up all weeds ·growing on the sutface;
which wjll abundantly strengthen and enable
them to afford a more early and effectual
shade.

Autumnal Dressing the Beds.
to this business, let the beds he
car~fully looked over by boys, pulling off ail
runners which may have escaped notice during their growth in the summer seasmn. About
PRIOR

Michaelmas, when the · ground is tolerably
D4
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Autumnal Dre~sing of the Jerusalem Artichoke.

dry, and before autumnal rains fall, it will be'
necessary to cleanse the beds from all weeds
throughout, by hoeing over the surface on a
dry day, with a strong four or six-inch wide
hoe, chopping over and breaking up entirely
the ground two inches or more deep, between
the plants, carefully pulling out and casting
away all weeds which may be 'found; this
done, with a round-headed rake of convenient
size, immediately. smooth over the entire surface of the bed; after which, afford a good
dressing with the same cool and rich manure
applied at the time of planting, by laying it
two inches thick between the plants throughout the bed; which will most easily be performed by taking it out of ~cuttles or wheelbarrows on each side the bed, on the point of
a narrow spade, laying the same at such equal
and convenient distances, as to ,admit of its
being afterward spread.evenly by the hand, or
with hoes ()f convenient
width, two inches
'I
thick all over the bed.

The beds being com-
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Autumnal Dressings to be attended to.

pletely dressed thus early in the autumn, the
manure administered will be in good proportion washed into the ground by winter rains,
and, together with the soil, become well settled to the roots of the plants, that on the
earliest approach of spring, without the smallest impediment to their progress, they will
have every possible advantage contributing to
their full growth. The second season after
planting, ample crops ofStr.awberries, in every
variety, may with confidence be looked for.We refer to the former year for their sprmg
and summer treatment.
,

I

The Strawberry being a very hardy pl~nt,
and of great durability, the beds, on being managed as we have directed, will continue in a
full bearing state about four years; but it wilJ

be peculiarly necessary that the autumnal
dressings be punctually regarded.

IMPROVED

~ultutt of ·~ubus ]batus.
THAT MUCH-ADMIRED.FRUIT,

THE RASPBE&RY.

'

l

.

j

I

IMPROVED

<ttulturt of l\ubus ]batust
THAT MUCH-ADMIRED FRUIT,

TH E RASPBE RRY ;
CLEARLY

demonstrating its usual cultiva-

tion to be unfriendly to the nature and constitution of ·the several varieties, and .the immediate cause of inferior production, as well as
frequent total failure in its crops of fruit.
Directing a rational and easy method of
cultivating the various species, without liability to decay of bloom by drought or sterility
of soil, or defalcation of fruit from scorching
sun, to afford strong fruit wood the second
season, which are succeeded by an abundant

--· -
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Soils mostly to be preferred.

supply from the bottom, in summer, for the
next year's bearing.-They may be ]iterally
said to merit culture in every good garden, for

their pleasant and useful fruit.
From the general practice of planting the
Rubus ldreus, on any com~on garden ground,
indiscriminately, the soil may be considered
of trivial moment; but if these varieties are
worthy of cultivation, they will; no doubt, be
though, by every amateur of fruits, to merit
th~ accommodation of a soil perfectly genial;
especially when it can be obtained at a trifling
expence.
Of the various soils and situations in which
we have noticed the growth of these plants,
none nave been more· productive of strong~
dear, vigorous1 and healthy young wood, than
tliose growing in fetmy countries : and more
especially on deep black and soft, but €Oel
soit, even_in the lowest situations, and eonti-·

-
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Soils mostly to be preferred.

guous to large bodies of standing waters, as
lakes, meres, &c. subject to a heavy and constant soak throughout the autumn, winter,
and spring seasons; and this where the natural soil is considered of inferior quality, with
the further disadvantage of but little cultivation ; yet under such circumstances, generally
affording the most abundant crops of fullestsized fruit, not in peculiar, but common. seasons, without any pe~ceptible difference of
success in the varieties, except the red early:
Premier and yellow large Antwerp, which w.e
have not noticed in these situations. · In many

1

other places, in such countries whe1·e the
earth is naturally of richer quality, but cool,
t'iheral culand with the further advantage
tivation, these· plants grow· in boggy soils,,
somewhat similar to the former, their pr.oduc-·

tions have l>een far supecio to a ~ we have
elsewhere itnessed, annually aff.ording an
abundant crop of very superior fruit. ·
has

been not unfrequenlly n~ed, tha in ienniy
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Soils mostly to be preferred.

countries, the same garden, consisting of
low and. cool bog soil, and of more dry or
skirt land, bordering on the high coµntry,
has afforded the mest opposite productions
of these fruits and plants ; the former of
very luxuriant growth -in wood, and an abun-

dant produce of superior fruit ; whilst the
latter, from the unfriendliness of a dry and
warm soil, with the want of that moisture,.
most essential to their cultivation, have, in a
few years, totally decayed away and dried
off, after the trifling product of s1l\all and
inferior fruit, unworthy the trouble of col·
lecting.
To self-propagating trees, shrubs, and
plants, by suckers, as the several varieties of
the Raspberry, cool and soft soils will not
only be found the most favourable, but they
appear more natural than any other, which
affords presumptive argument in favour. of
the utility of . rich, loC?se, cool, and deep,
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Opinion of eminent horticultural Writers.

soils in their cultivation, and especially as
such plants cannot freely increase in very
heavy and adhesive, or dry and ~hallow
soils; from which it is reasonable to infer
that they are indigeo.us to no other than
soft and cool soils; as without such, it is
evident that all plants thus increasing by
suckers, could not make their way into -the
earth, to receive sufficient nourishment for
their support from the soil; a.nd being thus
exposed to drought, must . form, at best,
weak and insufficient plants ; ho.th whkh
circumstances appear clearly to prove, tha.t
soft and cool soils are to be considered important and es ential in the cultivation of
these fruits.
· The most eminent horticultural writers
have agreed, that the common raspberry is
a native of cool soils, and shady situations,
and that it will not · hri e on hot an

dry

ground; but we do not recollect to

aVi,e

1

E
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Superiority of cool Manures to Loam.

noticed the mention of bog earth as peen-:
liar1y favourable to this tribe of British
fruits; or that the plants would even thrive
therein ; which, if well selected, and intermixed with the most cool manures, as neat's,
cow's, or swine's dung, will prove infinitely
superior to the richest loam; and :especially
in situations were proper shade can, be obtained, it will far surpass every other.

In default of the above manures, which,
from their peculiar coolness, are to be con- .
sidered preferable to all others, rich, well
decayed, rotten, and buttery hot-bed manure may be applied; but in no case ought
green or Jong stable manure to be used in
compost, as its natural heat would tend to
subvert the purpose of promoting a cool
soil.
Of the several descriptions of bog soil,
none will prove so genial as that ., which is
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Rotten Tree Mould good Soil.

as black and -soft as can be obtained, with or
without silvery grit, with which such soil
sometimes abounds; but such as is obtained
from low situations will generally be found
the most cool an<l friendly; taking care that
it be soft, and as much as possible free from
large lumps, which are frequently too hard
to pulverize; and where the ground inten<led
to be planted is not thus boggy, " the soil recommended may frequently be found in adjacent meadow·s, or .other low situations;
but in default of this, and where proper bog
soil cannot be obtained, rotten tree mould
of willow, or any other wood, will form an
admirable soil for the plants; sifting out
only the more coarse and larger pieces of
decayed wood.,
Where an opportunity does not offer to
procure tree mould in sufficient quantity,
rotten and decayed leaf soil may be applied
with at least equal promise of success; the
E

2.
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Soft Bog Earth the most preferable.

one or other are to be obtained in most
situations; and .especially the latter, where
there are plantations of large trees affording
abundant foliage; which, on being laid m
heaps twelv·e . months to rot, will afford an ·
admirably cool and s'oft compost.

As such

will always prove more or less useful in the
various branches of horticulture, it will generally be found advantageous to preserve
them every autumn, which can be effected
without further trouble or expence than
barely collecting them together by rakes,
&c. on their falling from the trees.
Plants of shade, as the Raspberry and
Strawberry, will always be found to succeed
freely in soft bog earth, and all fruits the production of such plants must find great advantage from temporary shade connected with
a cool soil, as tending to promote growth,
and increase the size of their fruits ; especially in situations where soft sun and air can
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Method of preparing Bog Earth.

be received in good proportion ; as on the
weather proving warm or hot, this will be
abiindantly effected, being protected from
violence of sun at noon-day.

The necessary

culture of these plants appears to be as little understood, or at least regarded, as the
Strawberry.

Miller, Maw, &c. agree that

both are natives of woods in the north of
this kingdom, especially where the soil is
light and cool; _b ut the perpetual shade of
such situations can· by no · means be considered favourable to ripen and perfect their
fruits.
Where proper bog earth can be obtained,
it _deserves to be preferred to every othe1"
in this business, and in situations affording such in tolerable quantities, it will be
easily and -cheaply procured-; little othei:
trouble or expence being necessary than that
of digging out only the softest and best soil,
together with the turf, laying the whole in
~ s
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The mixing of cool Manures with Bog Earth recommended.

one entire heap, six, nine, or twel ve month s
to rot, in manner as is hereafter directed
for Gooseberries.
·As bog soil is the common production of
moist and frequently watery situations, it

will be always most easily obtained in the
spring or summer; and that procured in the
former season will generally be found sufficiently ameliorated

for this

purpose m

the autumn, having laid six months to pulverize, by frequent turnings over and breaking the turf with a spade.

Bog earth being

frequently somewhat sterile, it will always
be advantageous, where it is applied in the
cultivation of fruits, to enrich such soil as
much as possible, which will be best effected
by intermixing therewith strong but cooling
manures, 'in order to improve the size and
quantity of such fruits.

Towards the au-

tumn, and some weeks before it is required,
the better to incorporate the whole, apply
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Good Substitutes for Bog Earth.

to three-fourths of the above one-fourth of
rotten neat's, cow's, or swine's dung, reserv~d for the purpose; at first ·intermixing
the same well together that it may readily
, be well incorporated by future and frequent
turnings over, until it is required in September or October, when it will be fit for
use: this we consider the best soil in which
the Raspberry can possibly be planted.
But as proper bog earth is not to be met
with in every situation, it remains to direct
to such substitutes as are best adapted to
the present design; next to which, brown
or black, but rotten-tree soil, which is invariably soft, as that obtainerl from the bodies
or trunks of decayed ash, elm, oak, apple;
pear, or willow, will be found to answer
every good purpose, on sifting out the more
, large and coarse pieces of undecaye wood.
This may be readily performed by exposing
the whole to the sun and air a day or two,
turning it over to become dry.
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Directions for collecting decayed Tree Leaves.

In places where the willow, usual]y growing near to brooks and rivers, in meadows and other low and moist ~ituations, is
common, the greater supply may be obtained from these tree: but where a large
quan_tity is required, the supply will probably prove sho.rt, which deficiency may be
annually remedied, by seasonably eollecting
in the autumn fallen deqiyed tree-leave8,
laying them in any obscure situation to rot,
until they are required.

It will be most easy to collect decayed
ree-lea ves in con iderable quantities in or
contiguous to plantations,

coppices,

01·

woods, formed of any deciduous trees, at the
autumn season, immediately after their fall,
and before they are blown away by high
winds, common in October, by raking them
together with large rakes of any description;
first in "mall heaps, then with barrows, skips,
or other convenient articles, lay the whole
tog_ether in any close situation, defended
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Treatment in the Spring.

from the wind, in one or more large heaps,
somewhat round or flat at the top, the better
to receive the falling rains of autumn and
winter; by which they will soon become
warm, and subject to a constant moderate
heat, completely rotting the whole during
the winter season; but which will not be effected, on their laying dry, without being
exposed to much wet.
On the advance of spring, and the ·weather becoming dry, turn over each heap,
breaking with the spade, or a three-tined
fork employed, all Iumps or parcels of consolidated or dry leaves, in order to the entire bulk becoming pulverized as soon as
possible; after which, reduce the number ·o f
heaps, by putting them together either in
one or more larger lots than .before, that the whole quantity be the more easily and ef-

fectually prepared for use.

THE CULTURE OF
Further Treatment to be observed.

If in removing the first formed heaps, it
is discovered that any considerable quantity
of the leaves remain sound, which can only
happen from the want of ·wet, it will be be·
neficial to moisten them by a pot or pan of
water, having a rose, from which they will
more speedily become rotten.

By after-

wards turning over the whole once in two or
three weeks, and affording a moderat~ supply of water as before to the undecayed
leaves, by Midsummer, the whole will have
become one general heap of soft and light
soil, admirably calculated for the culture of
plants requiring cool soils; and to render
this competent to the production of their
fruits in the fullest perfection, it will be
only necessary to apply rotten neat's, cow's,
or swine's dung, as directed, to be intermixed and incorporated with bog ~mil.
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To form the Compost.
APPLY

one half proper bog soil, or other

substitute described, as can be most readily
obtained;

one fourth fresh light loamy

~arth from a rich old pasture ground, and
one fourth completely rotten swine's, cow's,
or nears dung; which, on being well incorporated, by preparing it in tlie : manner directed hereafter for Gooseberry Compost,
will prove most favourable to the gro~th
and fructification of these plants in every
variety, and considerably increase the size
· and number of their fruits.
From the prevailing mode of planting
Raspberries on any common earth without
discrimination, it may be supposed that an
attention to soil is of trivial importance,
and especiaJly as some horticultural writers
appear to have considered this as of little

()0
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Importance of Soils.

moment; but in this we are not agreed,
considering that every plant worthy of cultivation deserves to be accommodated with
the most friendly soil; and in cases where
it can be conve_n iently obtained, that which
is natural.
These plants, growmg m any common
garden earth, does not prove that every soil

is alike calculated to produce abundant
crops of well-perfected fruit: iherefore,
clearly to conceive aright of the native and
indigenous soil, may be considered one grand
pojnt obtained, and of 1·eal importance towards success.
· The Raspberry being of very forwp.rd
growth, the young wootl will be early matured; _and from their forming fresh roots
in the autumn, by planting in September or
ear1y in October, the plants will become
estat,lished before

winter,

and tolerable
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Objection to planting in September.

quantities of good fruit may be obtained the
first summer; but if later planted, the production of the first season will be proportionably less.
The chief objection to planting these
trees early in September, and before the
leaves are wholly fallen, may be that the
ground in a dry autumn is often insufficiently moist; but this inconveni_ence will be
easily remedied, by" earthing up· the sides of
the trenches in which they are planted, and
affording the bed an ample supply of water.
with a pot having .a rose, immediately after
planting, making the soil muddy wet ;
which is all ~that can possibly be required,
and by which, during the continuance of
mild weather, young fibrous rQots will be
freely produced, that they will be securelr
. established against the drought of the fol-

lowing spring.

~-----
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Directions for forming the Beds.

If the business of planting be' deferred so
late as Christmas,

the plants will have

formed young suckers half an inch long, by
which the fruitage of the first summer will
I

be piateria1ly .affected; that it will always
be· best to plant them out, as soon a2 they

"

incline to shed their leaves.

l?orming the Beds.
IN forming the beds, it will be found advantageous to fix on a ponvenient situation.,
low, cool, and moist, which will invariably
prove favourable to the free growth of these
plants in each variety.
Being provided with a.. sufficient quantity
of bog soil, or similar compost, as is prescribed, proceed to form the beds or trenches
designed to be planted, by digging out the
common earth in one direct line, pointing
east to west, one foot and a half wide, of

-

-
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the same depth, and of such length as may
be convenient, marking it out by a line on
each side.

With a barrow, wheel away the

first spit to any part of the garden where it
may be required, laying the next spit regularly on each side, and on the ends of the
beds, to form an embankment, the better
to retain all fa11ing showers, &c. in order to
keep the ground more moist during the
summer, ctearing a way all crum.b s or loose
mould from the bottom: then fill the trench
somewhat more than even with the level of
,the ground with the soil or compost recommended, leaving the same about fourteen
days to settle, previous to planting.

It will

be advantageous, especially in a dry season,
to procure the plants from the nearest situation possible, to prevent the fibres becoming dried; and as their .roots will require to
be reduced to a convenient ~ize to plant,
care is requisite that no buds are cut off

next to the stem, such forming the next
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year's wood.

On the soil being properly

settled, level the surface with a spade, and
proceed to plant in the following manner:

Planting the Beds.
PLACE a

line exactly in the middle of

the bed, throtlghout; and on selecting the
strongest and best rooted plants of each
sol't, plant them by digging out the soil or
eatlh on either side the line, and at either

encl, -when throwing away the first spit, let
·a

boy hold the first plant near to the line

without tohching, when dig out the second
hole to fill up the first, covering the root

a little deeper

th~n before, and \Tery lightly

trampling 'tbe soil to the plant if it he dry,
but not otherwise; and so throughout the
bed at the following · distances, · accottding to
the size and growth of the 'different sorts, as
the dwarf red ~arty Pr~tniet, 1wo feet; those
·of moderate height and strength, as the

6$
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common red and white, also twice bearing,

.

two feet and a half; and the red and yellow Antwerp, with others of larger growth,
three feet apart.
On the g1•ound being plaht'ed througho11t,
with a spad'e, earth t1p e·a ch end of the bed
in manner of the sides, completely to form

four· ihc

es

ahove tbe sul'face, as in S rawberries; o

re-

a: regular embankment, atiout

c~i~e and retai11 an · cop10 :S wattferih~!an~
heavy rains; th reby to 1 fucit1itate

rn~· grt>

fili

of tne plants, invigorat

their bloom, anti

promote fructification.

'Fliis 'Being dbtie

Smooth the SUl'face of tlie bed· with a SI11all

lleaded iron rake, on each sitle tile plants;
and on the vveather being dk-y a tlie · tit11e .
of pl nting, afford· one plentiful lid hgttt
waterihg throughout, nearly to del ge tlie
.11ed.

Should the embartli.menf become im-

paired during tH~J wintet4, it will
com);llete tepair

require ·

Hy e~rt ing' up" in the
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Directions for planting the Beds.

sprmg. or before the commencement of dry
weather.
Those who are anxious t:o obtain a good
supply of Raspberries the first summer, will
find great adva1itage from laying a coat or
I

covering of long green or wet straw, . not sta-

I'

I

I

ble or horse-litter, on the surface throughout the bed, pressing it on the ground by .
beating with a heavy three-tined fork, that
it remain not more than two inches thick;
when cover the same with good common
earth about an inch, that the whole covering ;~he then not more than three inches
thick; by which, the piercing sharp and ~utting wi9ds of spring, and the greatest he~t of
the summer months will be most effectua1ly
excluded from the roots. On this cover~
ing being applied in autumn, it will be properly settled before- the spring, without
proving the smallest impediment to the
growth of suckers affording a _future supply.
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Of cutting the Plants.

As the quantity of suckers thrown out is
commonly superfluous, it wi11 in such case,
be beneficial to reduce their number, by
pulling away, with the hand, those of smaller
size, when about a foot high, leaving not
more than two [or three young shoots to
each plant; by which they will become more
strong, and produce larger quantities of
superior fruit.

Cutt1:ng down the._ Pla1its.
REDUCING

or shortening the stems of

these plants wiH be best performed in the
spring, when it is probable some may require to be placed more upright, being
blown aside by boisterous winds, or other- wise removed from that erect state in which
they have been planted; and at which time
all may conveniently be cut to any certain
length,

which will be most readily per-·

formed by holdiug upright the plant with
either hand, and, at the same time, treading
Pi
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dose the soil of the beds with the outer ,side
of the same foot.
The reduction of the stems must be proportioned to their growth, leaving those
shortest of the most inferior size, arid others
of largest growth most long, as the Dwarf
early Premier, one foot and a half; common red and white also twice bearing, three
feet;

and the Antwep and other large

growing sorts, not less than four feet in
length.

Protection h9 temporary Shade.
IN May, when the blossoms are perfected,
apply the wattled hurdle to afford a shade
for their protection, and promote the setting of fruit, by placing as many wattled
hurdles in manner directed for the culture
of Strawberries, as may be found conveni- '

ent and necessary, in a direct line, on the
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Protection by Shad~. ·

south side the plants, and about ten or
twelve inches distant; that the points of
the hurdles be driven into ·the common
earth, which will be most firm for · their
support.
Thus protected from the heat of sun, and
preserved from drying winds, but little wa•
ter can be necessary, except in hot sea..
sons ; when once deluging the _surface of the
beds may be ·very advantageously performed, as it will render other light water..
ings totally unnecessary; especially· as all
heavy rains and waterings thus confined
within the embankment will most effectually contribute to the retention of moisture,
that few repetitions can be requisite, especially where the soil is cool, and the situa.
tion of the ground low.

As in trawberries, the same· advantageg

wili be

found from tfie friendly shade afP

3
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Protection by Shade.

forded by the wattled hurdle; as well to
protect the bloom from decay by the heat of
the sun and ·drought, as to promote an abundant increase in the·growth and size of these
fruits, and which may be taken away at
pleasure to admit all possible stm, in order
to effect their maturity.

No article can be

better calculated to protect the blossom
from the Yiolent heat of t~e sun, or promote an increase in the size of their fruits,
especially where the plants are of humble
growth.

Its formation has be,n described

under the article Strawberry; and the same
advantages will be found to result from its
application in the present instance, tending
to secure good crops of fruits in all seasons;
recollecting, that the height of the skreen
must be proportioned to the ~ltitude o~ the
plants; and such ~ha~e or skreen will admit
of being removed and taken away on the
eadiest indication of the fruit to maturation,
by inclining to their natural complexion,
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Protection by Shade.

for the admission of all possible sun fully
to perfect them. The shade here recommended is to be considered totally unnecessary in moist and cloudy seasons; and it
requires to he recollected, that where these
borders are .formed in situations not pointing duly east and west, and in other than
open exposures where the early morning and
late evening sun is prevented, it will be less
advantageous to the perfection of the fruit,
especia11y in close. and confined situations;
as from a want of the ea1·ly and late soft
sun, and a free circulation of air, the fruit
will prove of very inferior flavour, aod be
subject to decay by mould or rot. By a
continuance of this shade beyond their common season of maturity, the fruit may be
preserved a greater length of time, which in
many instances will prove desirable; and for
those which are of the largest growth, and
the greatest altitude, it will be necessary
that the hurdle be wattled with branches of
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Of renewing the Plantations.

sufficient . length entirely to defe1~d the ripe

fruit from the mid-day sun.

But it will

be in great dapger of being devoured by
thrushes and blackbirds, p~ticularly in
large gatdens affordmg shade; to which at

s.e~son they commonly r~sort, and frequently in considerabl~ qua titjes, e pecially on the weather proving· warm or hot, if

. th~t

unprotected by n~ttjng Qr other rQ:pen cp,
"l'.ering freely ~<bniiting air, b~ing s~cu

~J

placed over the plant~.
The Raspberry being a p).._ant repiark
ably proli(ic in its growth, more numerous
suckers ~ill be produ~ed as th.er · ts increase iQ sjze a d strength; which will itV
a certain t~:nden°c y to :render the s ot§ wel} ,

and redi1ce the siz~ of th frgit; th ~ i · l
be advantageous t repew the$e pl tl)~io ii

at fai:thest ~very fourth yeBr.

j
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Att~umnal Dressings.
THIS

work requires to be done

M

early

as the fall of the leaf, when fresh fibres are
about to proceed from the roots; which
will be best performed by a broad threepronged fork, with which lightly dig or
fork over the surface of the trench or bed,
by which the litter strewe~ over the surface

will contribute to the . ·n·u triment of the
plants.
In the spring, smooth the surface with a
fine rake, which will effectually destroy all
young and tender weeds; when break off
the decayed stems close at the bottom, reducing the number of such as are green, to
two or three at most, and shorten them to

proper lengths, as has been directed.

IMPROVED CULTURE
01'

Btbts 8to.suularta.
That pleasant and useful Fruit,

THE GOOSEBERRY.

IMPROVED CULTURE
OP

Bibtu {Jrossularta.
THAT PLEASANT

AND

USEFUL FRUIT

THE GOOSEBERRY.
DEsIGNED to point out a rational and efficacious process of cultivation, by which
the fruitage of the several varieties may be
obtained in far greater perfection of size and
flavour than by former practice; · together
with an easy and certain method of preserving its fruit in full perfection beyond the
common season of maturity.
To which is added, a novel system of propagating the several varieties, by planting
cuttings taken from bearing trees, when
their fruit is fully ripe; by which, with the
utmost certainty, any particular 1'anety

.
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Preparations for planting.

may be obtained, and much time gained m
the growth of the young plants.
Those who are anxious to obtain supeJ

rior Gooseberr~es, will not regard the little
extra trouble attendant on the neces~ary
preparations; which, at most, will be of
but trivial expence, and that principally in
the preparation of soil peculiarly favourable;
which wilJ, in most situations, be found es-

l

st:mtial, except in newly-formed gardens, and
on a soil directly similar to that we recommend : to obtain which, the following directions are given. Such must be procured in
quantities, in proportion to the size of the
p]antation intended to be made, as the entire bed formed will require to be completely
furnished .therewith ; but as such soil will
be abundantly found, and readily obtained
in most situations, it deserves to be recollected, that beds thus well prepared, will,
with slight annual winter dressings, with
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The most preferable Soils.

rotten hot-bed manure, as has been recommended, remain many years in good state,
and be capable of affording large quantities
of excellent fruit a considerable length -of
time.

Fauourahle Soil and Compost. ·
The best soil which can possibly be procured for this purpose, is . ~resh or maiden
earth from a ·rich pasture ·ground, of light
but fat mouldy temperature; and, if possible, of a soft loamy texture. Of sqch earth,
take one wliole spit deep with all the turf;
to which add one fourth of. completely rot.
ten horse or stable litter, preferring that
from an old hot-bed made in the former
spring; which, from its softnes~ ~nd great~r
readiness to intermix with new soil, will be
found preferable to every other; and also
one fourth of the finest soft and black bog
earth th.a t can possibly be procured, O! in ~e-
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Directions for forming the Compost.

fault of which the same quantity of the dark--

est coloured tree-soi], preferring that from the
more hard~wooded trees; as oak, ash, elm,
or frt1it. .trees, such · being most black and
soft; or the same quantity of fully rotten
. and decayed tree,-leaves, recommended in
the cnltu,e ()if Raspberries: aU which may
be obtained at a trifling expence; when mix

the wh@le regularly together, laying it in
onie· n1a1t·r0w heap or ridge, abou:t a yard high,

it1- any situatien fuUy exposed to• the sun
an

air, t :ere fo Jtemain s~, ni

, or ttwelve

months, as ci ·cumstances may admi11; turtl-

ing over the whole every wo ott three weeks
dn tire «reather being fa vou,r able, that the
entire heap

l

ed; and

come thoroughly in~<1> potat..

e onger time the compestremains

in tl1h~ state, ilie more advantageo'tls it will

prove to the young plants and ftl\its.

This compost l>eing f()rmed eady in the

sprmg, ·-an

du y prepared by re a di)'
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Advantages of Bog Earth.

turning over, will be in fit condition to apply in the business of planting, eithe1· in
September or October, as may be required;
when proceed to mark out the ground and
form the beds in the following manner:

Persons unacquainted with the use of bog
earth in the culture of fruits, will probably
express their surprise at its applic ion to
these common and hardy trees, growing on
almost all soils, and . in every situation and
exposure; but of the Gooseberry, as well
as most other trees, it may be said to have

its peculfa.rly favourable or genial soil:
such, by practice, we have discovered to be
bog eart~, applied in a proper proportion,
having an evident tendency to ameliorate
the e_arth in which these trees are planted,
by rendering it soft and open to receive. the
smallest fibres of these finely-rooted plants,
and cool to promote increasing growth of

their fruit during the warm summer mouths
G

U2
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Summe! in North America unfavourably hot.

of June and July.

Whoever have atten-

tjvely noticed the growth of the trees in va-

rious soils and situations, will have observed
those growing on dry soils, however well
cultivated, to hav~ produced fruit of very
inferior size, and this in common seasons,
when our summers have not been unusually
warm or hot.

And as a farther proof that

warmth of sun, in conjunction with a hot
soil,

is unfavourable to the perfection of

Gooseberries, it is a well·known fact, that
in the State of New York, in North America, where the summers are more hot than
in England, that those of larger size taken
from this country, there produce fruit of
such iusignificant growth as not to merit
culture: and it may invariably be observed
of the practice of cultivators of this fruit, in
the habit of ex:hibiting the~r superior productions at annual meetings, as in the several counties of Warwick,

Northampton,

Lei~ester, Nottingham, Lanca!ter, &c.. that
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a preference is generaUy given by such connoisseur to cool and rich soils.

Forming the Beds.
IN this business, particular attention must
be paid to the situation;

observing, that

the trees require to be planted in a fully
open exposure, unannoyed by large trees or
buildings, both in east and_west aspects, the
more fully to admit all · oblique or early
morning and late evening sun in the warm
summer months, the more free1y' to promote fructification, and full growth of their
fruit.
The ground on which this plantation requires to be made, must be marked out
four feet wide, evenly by a line, and in one
uniform direction, of convenient length, as
circumstances may require, or the extent of
the garden may admit, pointing duly east
ci2
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and west.

Having securely placed the line

on either side, evenly chop ' the ground two
inches de~p on the surface within, on both
sides the bed; when dig or throw out the
common or natural

soil one spit deep

throughout, wheeling away the earth by puttiug the same into barrows, to be taken away
to the most convenient situation; then with
a broad shovel, clear away by throwing out
all crumbs or loose mould at the bottom of
the bed, after which, dig out a further half
spit of the lower soil evenly throughout
clearing away the crumbs as before, thus
making the newly-formed bed about half a
yard deep.

On the common earth being

thus removed with barrqws, wheel therein a
sufficiency of the same soil or compost prepared to fill the bed, leaving it two or three
inches higl1er than the surface of the ground,
that it remain even therewith, when the
compost bas fallen by sinking to a level

with the common earth.

In two or three
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Proper season fo r transplanting.

weeks it will be fully settled to admit of
planting: for which business a dry day only
is to be considered favourable.
These plants maturing their wood more
early than the generality of fruit-trees, will
admit of being planted in autumn as soon
as their leaves have changed colour, or began to fall off, which will happen to those
growing in sunny and hot s_itliations ; as soon
as September, or early in October, when they
may be safely traqsplanted to the ~ituation
in which they are intended to remain; by
which, as they will be less liable to injury
from drought in case of an ensuing dry
spring, a tolerable pro ortion of fair fruit
may, by such early planting, be obtained
the following summer, and, at least, sufficient to determine their varieties. Should
the weather prove dry at that season, it will
be easy to furnish these newly-planted trees
with one or two soaking waterings, to preGS
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Directions for planting the Beds.

vent the young wood becoming shrivelled
or dry, to the injury of fruit buds formed
for the following seaso_n, and which will render ~·atering in the spring less necessary.

.Planting tlte Beds.

•

IN preparing to plant, with a shovel or
broad spade make even the surface; when
place a line throughout the bed eight inches
distant from the south side, and measure off
the distances for the plants in the rows exactly three feet apart; . and on the south
side t~e line placing small sticks or other
marks regularly close to the line throughout the bed, whereby to plant the young trees
without the ground being trampled by the
persons digging, or holding the young trees.
Begin to plant at either end, by throwing the
soil away from out of the first hole; when
apply the plant, and earth it up with soil
from the second mark, thus completing

... .
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each row, taking care to plant all close to
the line; after which remove the line to the
opposite side of the bed, marking it out by
the sticks in the same manner, and· at an
equal distance on the north si<le as on the
south, placing the plants not oppositely, but
in the intermediate spaces, that they appear
in triangular order.
The general method of plan.t ing Gooseberries adopted by common gardeners, from
six to eight feet apart, has been considered
a proper distance for these plants; · which
being but little pruned, and suffered to remain many years, become very large, and
assuming a tree-like growth, but unproductive of other than under-sized and inferior
fruit; but as small or young trees, with
little bearing wood at most will be required
to our present purpose, the distance of
planting recommended is fully sufficient;

M

observation and experience clearly prove
G 4
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Directions for Pruning.

that fr uit of superior size and flavour can
on]y be obtained from young trees in well
thinned wood.

Pruni·ng Trees.
IN the culture of these trees, it is requisite that the business of pruning be well understood; and as both the old and young
wood annually bear fruit, there can be
less occasion for a redundancy of young
shoots remaining on the trees; and being
naturally of very branchy growth, it will be
necessary to reduce the · number of shoots
materially; recollecting, that every spur or
knot of the old wood will afford fruit or
bloom; and that those of moderate and free
growth require to be left in preferenc'e to
the more luxuriant.

Such healthy young

wood remaining on the trees at equal distances as possible, not less than six inches
apart, will much contribute to the increased
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Application of the Wattled Hurdle.

growth an<l size of the fruit; and as a farther auxiliary,

it will be equally neces-

sary to guard against shortening any young
branches in the winter or spring pruning,
which remain for fruit, as it would tend to
promote numerous lateral shoots, and invariably prove productive of mlich superfluous
wood.
The size ·o f thi~ fruit in its s_everal varieties,

will be

abundantly . promoted

m

growth, by the application of an open and
airy shade, as the wattled hurdle, when the
fruit first inclines to maturity by changing
colour: but little hot sun being thus admitted, and the ground thereby kept moderately cool, a greater length of time will be
thus afforded to perfect the growth of the

fruit •

.I
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.Preserv_'ing Fruit.
No article can possible be found better
calculated to effect the purpose of preserving these fruits beyond the common season
of maturity by shade, than the Jerusalem
•,

Artichoke, planted at C?nvenient distances
on the south side, to form a permanent and
due north border, where the situation is
upen.
Thus admitting the early morning and
late evening sun, together with the drying
air common in the warm summer months,
between the leaves of the Helianthus Tube~
rosus, the fruit in dry seasons will be long

I

and well preserved from mould or damp.

As it will always be advantageous to obtain this shade or protection from the sun
as early as possible after first planting these
roo~s, prefer those which are first dug out of
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T o form Shade by J erusalem Artichoke.

the ground in October, or they probably
may not attain snfficient altitude of growth
to protect the trees bearing fruit so early as
July, especially if planted late in the spring.
Thus, it will probably happen, that the
fruit on the outer row on the north side of
the bed, may not receive the shade intended
sooner than they are about to become ripe,
when, in July, they will be ·open to all except the~mid-day sun.

To form Shade by Je rusalem Artichoke.
1

See described under the· article

STRAW-

B ERRY.

Having described the necessary culture,
we proceed to otfer a novel and

Improved Mode of Propagation.
THE

propagation of this tree is universally

sally understood to be effected by planting

...
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Improved Mode of Propagation.

cuttings; but an improvement of no inconsiderable importance in their propagation,
as well as culture, has been discovered in
the practicability of obtaining not only young
trees more speedily, but, with the utmost
. certainty, any desirable variety of this fruit,

by-" planting cuttings/' during the summer
months, when we have ocular demonstra..
tion of fully ripe and perfected fruit, even
of the superior sorts growing on the trees;
and by which they .will have formed considerable protuberances, or some roots, before
winter; that much time will be saved in the
growth of the young plants, and by which
we obtain with certainty, any particular
. variety we are desirous of cultivating.
The fittest cuttings to be selected for this
purpose, are those from the bearing branches,
six to eight inches in length, taking each
cutting with its entire base or foot, together
with the heel, as they are denominated by
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The most· favourable Months for Planting.

-slipping them out.

Such cuttings of mode-

rate growth and strength, will form better
plants than more luxuriant shoots from the
stem or any other part of the tree.
July and August are to be considered the
, most favourable months for planting, which
may be always best determined, by the situation in which the trees from whence the
cuttings intended to be , ·taken, are found
growing, whether fo the sun or ·shade, and
where the wood will be more or less hard.

By taking cuttings from bearing trees, in
July, or after Midsummer, they will not
only be in excellent condition to plant,
but those remaining on the trees will become more strong, and better able to produce superior fruit the following season.
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Preparing Ground for Cutt1,"ngs.
THE

situation in· which to form beds to

receive these cuttings, must be similar to
that in which we direct bearing trees to be
planted; that is, in an exposure fully open
to the early morning and late evening sun,
and unobstructed by trees or buildings;
without which there will be great danger of
decay in cuttings by damp, or rotting off.

In cases where cuttings are of greater
lengths than are recommended, it will be
easy to form those which are over long, to
one uniform size, by reducing the tops of the
Io·ngest with a knife; and prior to planting,
pr~pare the foot of the cuttings slipped out,
by cutting .away the heel or lower ex'tremity to little more than the extent of the
foot, smoothing the edges of the outer bark
throughout; when cut away any small piecei
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of old wood, which, in slipping out from the
trees, may be found to adhere withi'n the
bottom of the cutting,

forming the base

somewhat round; when they will be read7
to plant.

Method of Planting.
. CuTTINGs being prepared, mark out the
bed for their reception three feet wide, by a
Jine on each . sid.e, . evenly · chopping down
the earth with a clean spade within the
lines, two inches deep; when dig out- the
soil regularly half a spit deep close to
each, laying the same regularly on the
outside of the lines placed to mark out the
bed; , wherewith, and at the same time,
forming one regular embankment four to six
inches in height throughout, the better to
retain all waterings and falling showers
through the summer season.

This done,

make even the bed designed to receive the
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cutting·s, affording it a moderate dressing
of rich and very rotten manure about two
inches thick, preferring that from an early
formed hot-bed; spread the .. same regularly
over the surface, and proceed to plant in the
following manner:At either end, begin the work by rthrowing out a small trench as in common digging, marking out the ends of the bed as
before on the sides; having dug even the
ground about eight inches from the end of
the bed, and being provided with two sticks
six inches long, measure out that distance
on each side from the end; then mark ont
a line by laying a straight staff three feet in
length, directly across the bed, lightly pressing it on the new dug ground, to form a di,.
rect line by which to plant the first row of
cuttings; when, with a clean spade, chop
away the earth evenly aslope, three to four

inches deep, against which to place the cut-

.

.

.
.-.

-~-

-

--

-

-
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tings, m such manner, , that their tops appear regularly above the sm:face about two
inches ; then return the loose soil which has
been cast back from the line to the cuttings, lightly earthing them up about half
their length, and proceed to dig the ground _
little more than six inches, to receive ·other
cuttings, by marking across,

and

chop-

. pin~ aslope the ground, and planting others
as !:>efore, cleai·ing , ..away all weeds ,and
stones, · until . the · bed is · completed. Observe, on no account to press the earth to
the cuttings in the smallest ·degree, that all
waterings may be freely discharged; as a
retention of moisture, from trampling the .
earth to the cutting, will infallibly rot and
decay them.
On the business of planting being completed, make the surface of the embankment as smooth as possible, by s.t riking the
earth of which it is formed on each side
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with the back of the spade, to render it
mpre firm, and prevent the water, in the
smallest proportion, running off.
Soon as the cuttings are planted, or on
the evening of the same day, it will be necessary to deluge the ground by lightly watering with a pot or pan, having a fine rose,
until the ground become muddy wet, to

settle the soil about them, and prevent
the admission of drying air, and winds.
Future waterings will require to be administered, according as the season proves warm
or hot, which are only to be considered necessary when the surface of the ground ap·.
pears dry, and must be afforded in modera!e proportions, not to endanger the cuttings by over moisture, always performing
this businesi towards night; and on the
same or following day apply the temporary
skree~ or wattled hurdle, to protect these
newly planted cnttings from the hottest sun.
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This article, as recommended · for the
culture of Strawberry and the , Raspberry,
may be very advantageously

applied in

the propagation of these trees, by cuttings planted in the warm summer months,
to protect them from the more ·violent or
mid-day sun ; but or{ their being planted
not earlier than the latter end of July, or
beginning of August, a superior protection
or shade will be 3:fforded by the Heliantkus
Tuberosus, .o r Jerusalem Artichoke, planted

and cultivated as has been directed for preserving the fruit of Str~wberries beyond
their common season.
About Michaelmas, when the soil ,is dry,
and before autumn, or winter rain·s falJ,
with a sharp hoe, four inches wide, cut up
an'd clear away all weeds growing in and
between the rows of cuttings ; 'on making
even the ·surface throughout the bed, lay

rotten and finely broken hot-bed manure,
H2
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To keep the Beds sufficiently watered.

about an inch thick, regularly between the
rows; then reduce the embankment formed
,at the time of planting· on the sides and ends
of the bed, by throwing a way the earth, the
more readily to shoot off alJ wet, to prevent
inund~tion from heavy rains and dissolving
snows . .

Early in the spring, on the weather be_
coming dry, make clean the surface of the
ground, with a sharp hoe, between the rows
throughout, renewing the embankment on
each side, and at the ends of the bed, the better to retain aII copious rains or waterings
d nring the spring and summer seasons; and
on the first symptom of the ground becoming
dry, which sometimes happens in March and
April; it will be ad_vantageous to deluge the
bed by one copious supply of water, gently
administered by a pot . or pan having a rose,
as at first planting, the more effectually to
secure them against extreme drought of the
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spring,' which may occasionally be repeated until
Midsummer, on the season proving warm and
dry.
Such waterings can ~~ only necessary on the
ground beco~ing dry, and will require to be
seldom but freely afforded.
The only culture requisite during the summer
will be that of keeping them dear from weeds.
In t~e autumn, q.nd within sixteen months
from the time of planting, sufficient well-rooted
trees will be afforded .fiµally to tr~nsplant into
most situations, which may be reduced by the
knife to any particular form, according to the
purpose for which they are designed.
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IMPROV:ED CULTURE ·
OF

lttlle6 l\ullruffl, or Red C~rrqn~,
l\.illt6 jlltgrum, or Black Currant,
AND

T H.E V A RI-E T Y -C A L L E D
THE

White Currant.
J•

., •

..

r

-.

cultivation of thes~ useful plants is not
essentially different from:·: that which · ·we have

THE

described for the Gooseberry. ·

As, , however,
1

there are ·sonie partic:nlars in which it varie~,. we
·have thought it most advisable to devote a sepa
rate section to the consideration of'the Currant.

Tlte

RED

Cu-BRANT ·

ls a fruit too well known to need a description·;
it ripens generally in June and July.

It is a

native of the northern parts of Europe, and is
occasionally .found in hedges and woods in Eng-
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land.

The berries, in its wild state, are red, but

cultivation has prodnccd white and pale-red berried , arieties.
1

Soil and Situation.
ALL the kinds .of the Currant are very hardy,

and will grow freely and bear plentifully almost
any where, both in open and shady situations, by
which the fruit may be obtained early in June,
and prolonged for several mdnths in succession

till October.

The Currant generally does well

in . any common garden ground, ·if well tilled and
recruited ; it hears th~ greater crop in a strong
loam or improved clay, somewhat moist; the
e~rlier require a sandy light mould: indeed close,

heavy soils are not well adapted either.for this
plant or the Gooseberry.

Previously to the

ground being planted, it should be dug two feet
deep.

Time and Method of Planting.
THE

season for planting on a dry soil is aoy

time, in open weather, from tJ1e fall of the leaf

fHE RED ' CURRANT.
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till February or March;. but cuttings may he
planted during the summer, in the same way as
mentioned under the section on the Gooseberry. ,
Plants which are expected to bear the following
summer are best moved in October, unless the
ground be wet in winter.

Let a competent

number of plants be dispose_d in the kitchen garden in rows, from five to ten feet distance in the
row.

When large quantities of this fruit are

wanted, 'it is best to form the plantations in
parallel rows., with intervals between the rows · of
.

.

eight or ten feet, and between the trees in each
row of six feet; although in private gardens
much shorter distances are generally adopted.
It is also extremely desirable to have some
choice sorts trained against walls or palings of
different aspects, to obtain early and late fruit in
perfection ; some against a south exposure for
early ripening; others on east, west, and north
walls, for intermediate succession, and late fruit .
Irt· training the plants to the wall or paling, the
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branches should be allowed to advance fro~ n~ar
the bott~m, a~d be trained ~early .i n a horizontal
d~recfion, from three to six inches asunder. . Before nailing them, cut out all superabundant and
irregular growths, · retaining a competency of
. regular shoots for orderly training, among which,

if. any are of very considerable length, prune
them to moderate extent.
Some may also be trained as espaliers in a
detached row in the borders of the garden.

The

· trees so traineq, in~y_be left Jo grpw wit}iout support, or be tied occasionally to stakes, .and then
the branches will n<;>t overspread the ground.
By being kept moderately thin and regular, they
will bear fine large fruit, and ma~e an agreeable

appearance.

iPruning.
IT .ought to be observed, that Currant-trees, in

general, bear the fruit both on the young wood of
one,, two, apd· three year s' growth ,; and on the
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older branches, from small spurs and snags -along
the sides, ·w hich continue \ evera1 ·ye~rs frriitfol .
but the fruit produced on the la~t year's shoot i5~
always finest, especially when the old motherbearers have ' bo'tne inore~than four

·years.

The

chief part Qf- f~ future'' cufrnre•rof thi~ plapt'. is,
seasonable and proper prnfiing. ·. • ,·
I
i' , •

, l

.>

•

J

'! • . .. '

'

•

I

After· the plants are furnished with full heads,-'
they produce many ·'sripe'r-fluous and· disorderly
shoots every summer, whicl~ require to be re.trenched, both in the young:and old •woods. ·rfhe·
season for the chief prJ.ming is winter ; but,~ pre-;
paratoi:y par.t ought to ·be performed ib' sun'lmet,
by thinning the ·supetfhious shoots· . of -the year,,
partieularly th0S'e which exclude the sun and air
from the fruit , :
,, , ,
•

t"

Th-e -summer pruning ~hould he done in .May ·
or June ; at which period the most irregula~
shoots , ,in ' the centre of the tree;. with all
the cross and .water-shoots, should be .. cut out
close, to admit more fully the·- air and sun, and 10.
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prom~te the growth of the fruit, and improve its
flavour. All root-suckers as they appear should
also be twisted oft
The winter, pruning extends to both the old
and young wood.

Cut out the cross-placed and

the otherwise irregular shoots of the .preceding
summer, with those that are not wanted for vaca_ncies ; but superfluous good lateral shoots are
to be cut down to short stubs or artificial spurs.
Relative to old bearers, take away those which ·
are naked or unfruitful, or of which the fruit is declining in size; reduce any of excessive length,
pruning in to some well-placed lateral young shoot
to preserve the head within some regular compass ; cut out, also, any decayed or cankery parts;
retain sufficient of the finest and best-placed new
shoots above and below vacant parts to come in
for successional bearers, or to supply the place of
defect in old wood.

Preserve a leading shoot to

the principal branches; and shorten the terminal
shoots of greatest length to ten, twelve, or fifteen
'inches, ~nd leave the. shorter shoots entire.
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Take care of the small natural fruit-spurs, and
occasionally select short later~l shoots of one, two,
or three inches for bearing fruit, or simil~r small
shoots may be cut to short snags. of one, two,
or three inches long for bearing fruit.

When

the old fruit branches decline ·bearing, 'Or decay,
they must be r~moved, taking care to provide
.young ones in succession; by which ,means the
trees will be always furnished with -full-bearing
branches. . The general head should be confined
within the height of three or four feet, or five
feet at most .
•

•

-·i

,I

In order to obtain Currants of the finest qnality, some of our fruit gardeners~ as soon as the
berries begin to turn colour, cut off the summer
shoots to within five or six inches of the fruit.
The sun and air have thus freer access to the
riP.ening branches, and the berries become, by
these means, much finer, and of a higher flavour.

Wall-tress, espaliers, and fan standards,
without support, require 'the same pruning as the

K
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On taking and preserving the Crop.

common standard-currant, with., of course, the

In

obvious varieties demanded by their figure.

training wall-trees, two branches are led in a
horizontal direction, along the bottom of the wall
or trellis, about half a foot from the surface of the
earth, and the g1..owth from these of all upright
shoots, w~ich will admit of being arranged .at the
distance of five or~six inches from each other, is
encouraged.

On taking tlze Crop -~ preserving it.
Tms fruit is generally ripe, in some degree, in
June ; advances to perfection in July, and continues thus for two or three weeks.

If, howevei~,

trees in a full exposure are defended from birds
and the sun by matting or with nets,. where they
grow against. north walls, the fruit may be conti. -nued good till September, or even October.

The

fruit should be always gathered in a dry state.
To obtain early Cw-rants by forcing, l)lace
sm.n e good bearing trees in pots as early as Ja-

THE BLACK CURRANT.
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nuary or February~ in a1~y common forcing de~
partment, and they will produce ripe fruit in
April or May.

11/te

BLACK CURR.A.NT

Is a native of most parts of Europe, especially
the more northern.

It abounds in the w·o ods in

the north of Russia, and in the sub-alpine regions
of Siberia, where the branches and berries are
very large, and the smell and taste powerful.

It

-is found in Britain in wet hedges, on the banks
..

of rivers, in alder ·swamps, and sometimes .in
woods. . The fruit has a peculiar flavour, and i~
only relished by certain tastes; it is ·not, therefore,

in such general request ~s the Red and White
Currant: it requires a moist, soft soil, and shady
situation ; such as is afforded by borders of north
exposure is preferable.

As only a few plants are

in general required for private gardens, these may
he place~ at the same distances as Gooseberries
in the margin of a shady border, or against a

wall facing the north : it produces most fruit as

a·
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The White Currant.

stand«ird, but the largest berries when trained
against a.wall.
The general direct.ions for pruning the Gooseberry should be attended to in pruning this plant,
observing to depend less on spurs than on , the
preceding year's wood, and to cut out the old,
as it becomes naked and barren, to make room for
the new.
\

The
REQUIRES

TVHITE CURR.ANT

precisely the same method of treat-

ment as the Red.

It ought, however, . to be

genera\ly known that the fruit produced in.shady
situations, .and against walls or palings facing the
north, although, in~general, very fine in appearance, is rarely, if ever, so sweet and rich as th~t,
which is ripened in a southern aspect in more
immediate contact with the rays of the sun.
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